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So, what if we come out with my type of kit? What if we have something in smaller 
sizes, but sounds professional and is fun to play? I’m using this kit in 
New York and Nashville. Now everyone can join in the fun.
Daru Jones (Jack White)

PDP Daru Jones ‘New Yorker’ Kit
A combination of hybrid poplar/maple shell and “short stack” dimensions 
makes the kit sound remarkably big and warm for its diminutive size. 18x10 
kick / 10x5 tom / 14x7 floor tom / 13x6 snare.  BONUS carry bags.  Inc. 
6000 Ultra Light Hardware Pack with bag.

PDP Concept Maple Classic 3pce Shell Pack 
With retro looks and a warm vintage-style 
sound, this modern take on classic wood 
hoops is sure to turn heads. 22x16 kick / 
13x9 tom / 16x16 floor tom
Bonus Offer! Purchase a 14x6 Concept 
Maple Classic wood hoop snare for $199 
with any Concept Maple Classic kit!!

NEW! PDP Spectrum 5pce Kit Package Deal
The all-new line of PDP Spectrum Series drums supply ample warmth and resonance by way of a maple hybrid shell fitted with a new FTM 
(Floating Tom Mount) system. 22x18 kick / 10x8 tom / 12x9 tom / 16x14 floor tom / 14x5.5 snare.
Package includes: PDP 800 Series hardware, a DW 3000 Series drum thone and an Evans American head upgrade.

Available
Finishes:

Ebony Stain

Cherry Stain

Ultra Violet 
Stain

$1,699

$1,899 $1,699
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$799 $1,349

$2,499

PDP Concept Birch 5pce Package
22x18 kick / 10x8 tom / 12x8 tom / 16x14 floor tom / 14x5 snare
100% birch shells.
Includes: 800 series hardware, Evans American head upgrade & DW 3000 
series throne!

PDP MainStage 5pce Package
22x18 kick / 10x8 tom / 12x9 tom / 16x14 floor tom / 14x5 snare.
Includes: hardware, Evans American head upgrade & PDP 400 series double 
bass drum pedal!

PDP Concept Maple 7pce Package
22x18 kick / 8x7 tom / 10x8 tom / 12x8 tom / 14x12 floor tom / 16x14 floor tom 
& 14x5 snare - 100% maple shells.
Includes: 800 series hardware, Evans American head upgrade & DW 3000 
series throne!

PDP CenterStage 5pce Package
22x18 kick / 10x7 tom / 12x8 tom / 16x13 floor tom / 14x5 snare.
Includes: hardware, PDP cymbals & Evans American head upgrade!

BONUS OFFER
Purchase the LP Drummers Percussion Pack (valued at $287.00rrp) for 
$199 with any PDP kit purchase!* *cymbals & stands not included in add-on pack

*offer excludes Daru Jones & Concept Classic kits

333

$1,999

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzPXwaDai6I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qsQALPAt8Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUK4VXZJ0a4
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Gretsch USA Brooklyn Grey Oyster Shell Pack
Hand-crafted in Gretsch’s Ridgeland, SC, USA factory, Brooklyn drums feature 
6-ply North American maple/poplar shells and have a 30-degree bearing 
edge. Shell interiors are finished with classic Gretsch “Silver Sealer.”
22x18 kick / 10x7 tom / 12x8 tom / 16x14 floor tom.
*Picture for illustration purposes only.

Gretsch USA Broadcaster 4pce Satin Maple Shell Pack
From the 1920s through the 1950s, the Gretsch flagship drum set was 
the legendary Broadkaster Series with it’s 3 ply North American maple/
poplar/maple formula. Hand finished with the exclusive reverse roundo-
ver bearing edge. The result is tone that is incredibly deep and warm.                                    
22x14 kick, 13x9 tom, 16x16 floor tom & 14x5.5 snare

Gretsch USA Custom 4pce Sahara Sunset Shell Pack
At the heart of each USA Custom drum is the legendary 6-ply Gretsch-formula maple/gum shell, with its expertly formed 30-degree 
bearing edge, the exclusive “Silver Sealer” interior finish and rugged die cast hoops. Built with classic finishing techniques such as 
hand-rubbed stains and nitro-cellulose lacquers, and some of the world’s finest nitron finishes, Gretsch takes pride in knowing that USA Custom owners can 
sit down every day and literally play the kit of their dreams. 24x14 kick / 12x9 tom / 16x16 floor tom / 18x16 floor tom - Image for illustration purposes only. 

Back in the 90s I was doing a lot of touring, but also a lot of session work on the side.  I would 
often be on the road but would frequently get called in to do a session.  I usually 
didn’t have my drums with me so I would tell the producers ‘Bring me whatever kit 
you want,’ and I’d say 90 percent of the time they would bring in Gretsch drums. 
These are amazing drums and I always wanted them, ever since I was a kid.
Mark Schulman (P!NK)

It’s starts with a beautiful note....
and with Gretsch, 
that note is already 
there!
You can really go 
anywhere you want 
with these drums.

Cindy Blackman - 
Santana

$4,799 $5,999

$7,999

Visit: gretschdrums.com to view 100’s of custom size, finish & hardware options available on USA Custom & Broadkaster’s
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BONUS OFFER
Purchase a DW 3000 Series hardware pack 
with any Gretsch Renown kit purchase for only:

$599

All Renown 
Series drums 
feature classic 
7-ply Gretsch 

formula maple shells, with 
30-degree bearing edges 
and exclusive “Silver Sealer” 
interiors. plus Gretsch’s player-
friendly “302” hoops, which 
allow the drums to better 
“breath” and achieve maximum 
resonance. Renown delivers the 
traditional Gretsch sound with 
an incredible open, harmonic 
tone that supplies the versatility 

needed to meet the 
demands of the hardest 
working drummers.

$2,499

$3,199

Renown Maple 4pce Shell 
Pack Piano Black
18x14 kick / 12x8 tom / 14x14 floor 
tom / 14x5.5 snare

Renown Maple 5 pce Shell Pack Vintage Pearl
22x18 kick / 10x7 tom / 12x8 tom / 16x14 floor tom / 14x5.5 snare

Renown Maple 4 pce Shell Pack Silver Oyster Pearl
24x14 kick / 13x9 tom / 16x16 floor tom & 14x6.5 snare

$3,499

555

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdDCVSA6LMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXqVS_Sxfpk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ytr0smIHAc
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$2,299

$2,199

Catalina Special Edition 5 pce Package Deal
Catalina Special Edition expands on the sound, feel and classy look of 
Catalina with affordability still in mind. It’s 7 ply birch shells with the natural shell 
interior & 30‐degree bearing edge are the foundation of Catalina SE. A limited 
number of kits will be available in two colors, Ebony Satin & Blue Silver Duco. 
22x16 kick / 10x7 tom / 12x8 tom / 16x16 floor tom / 14x5.5 snare
Package includes:  Gretsch G3 series hardware pack & Evans American 
head upgrade!

Catalina Maple 5 pce Package Deal
Catalina Maple is a favorite among players that want a terrific sounding 
Gretsch drum set with ergonomically satisfying playing experience and a 
fresh, contemporary look. The 7-ply Gretsch-formula maple shell has 30-de-
gree bearing edges and natural shell interiors, alongside other pro features 
such as an ultra-low profile GTS mounting system, drummer friendly T-Wing 
screws and bolts and rubber isolated die-cast bass drum claws.
22x18 kick / 10x7 tom / 12x8 tom / 16x16 floor tom / 14x6 snare
Package includes:  Gretsch G3 series hardware pack & Evans American 
head upgrade!

Catalina Club 4 pce Package Deal
Catalina Club Series blends traditional configurations and classic tone with 
sleek, contemporary hardware innovations. The classic mahogany shells are 
still built with the same natural shell interior and 30-degree bearing edge that 
made them famous. 18x14 kick / 12x8 tom / 14x14 floor tom / 14x5 snare
Package includes:  DW 6000 series Ultra-Light hardware pack & bag!

Energy 5 pce Package Deal
Energy kits utilise 7 ply shells with 30 degree bearing edges and triple flanged 
hoops to delivery signature Gretsch features, sound and performance.
22x18 kick / 10x7 tom / 12x8 tom / 16x14 floor tom / 14x5.5 snare
Package includes:  Gretsch hardware pack & Evans American head 
upgrade!

$1,999

$1,149
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Gretsch ‘Vinnie Colaiuta’ Signature Snare
14x5” | Gretsch USA’s 6-ply North American Maple Gum Shell with Silver Sealer interior, 4mm die cast 
hoops and Vinnie Colaiuta Signature Gretsch Badge.
BONUS: Ultimate deluxe snare bag FREE!!

Gretsch USA Solid Aluminium Snare
14x6.5 Solid Aluminium with Chrome Hardware. This cast 3mm reinforced shell delivers a dry, focused 
attack with minimal overtones. Features include Lightning throw-off, top and bottom die-cast hoops, 
‘Snap-In’ key holder and 42-Strand snare wire.
BONUS: Ultimate deluxe snare bag FREE!!

Gretsch USA Bronze Snare
14x6.5” | This 1mm polished Bronze shell is dark yet has a clear, defined high end and great stick articu-
lation. Equipped with Gretsch’s legendary Micro-Sensitive throw, 42-Strand snare wires, die cast hoops 
and a ‘Snap-In’ key holder.
BONUS: Ultimate deluxe snare bag FREE!!

$1,399

$1,199

$899

‘Full Range’ Hammered Brass Snare  
14x6.5” Brass shells create a pleasantly warm tone 
that naturally bridges the gap between wood and 
steel snare drums.
BONUS: Ultimate deluxe snare bag FREE!!

‘Full Range’ Black Steel Snare  
14x6.5” 13-Ply Rock Maple hoops on a hamered 
steel shell gives great blend of warmth & projection.
BONUS: Ultimate deluxe snare bag FREE!!

‘Full Range’ Walnut w/Maple Snare
14x6.5” The 8-ply walnut shell produces a snappy 
attack with a punchy low end-great for lower tuning 
while also adding extra bottom to higher tunings.
BONUS: Evans UV1 snare head FREE!!

‘Full Range’ Black Nickel over Steel
14x6.5” | Black Nickel over Steel.
BONUS: Evans UV1 snare head FREE!!

‘Brooklyn’ Auxiliary Steel Snare
10x5” | Chrome over Steel.
BONUS: Evans UV1 snare head FREE!!

$819

$859

$599

$399

$469

777

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRsseA9Em6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szMIKvKzc4I
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LP City Series Wood Bongos
Siam Oak shells. Tuning wrench included.

LP Aspire Timbale Cowbell
Medium pitch with moderate overtones.

LP Salsa Cha Cha Cowbell Low
Bright and authentic Cha-Cha sound with tuned 
overtones.

LP Chad Smith Ridge Rider Cowbell
The Ridge Rider “Red Hot Bell” is Chad Smith’s 
choice for its legendary tone, road-worthy durability 
and time-tested performance. 

LP Matador Series Wood Bongos
Siam Oak shells with rawhide heads & trad. rims.
BONUS: Purchase a Matador Strap Lock Bongo 
Stand for $189 (RRP $259) with any Matador 
wood bongo purchase

LP Generation II Bongos
Generation II Bongos have a more pronounced 
shell contour than other bongos, which produces 
crisp, distinct high tones. Siam Oak shells with 
rawhide heads and traditional rims.
BONUS: Purchase a LP Cam Lock Bongo Stand 
for $299 (RRP $419) with any Generation II 
bongo purchase

LP City Series Congas with Stand
Siam Oak, 2-ply shells. 10” & 11” Rawhide heads.
Set includes a double conga stand

LP Classic Series Wood Congas
30” Siam Oak, 3-ply shell with a fiberglass layer 
added to the inside upper portion of the shell 
for additional strength. 11” and 11.75” Rawhide 
Heads.
BONUS: Includes two sets of LP637 rubber feet 
(RRP $79.98) FREE OF CHARGE!

LP Giovanni Galaxy Wood Congas
Galaxy Giovanni Signature Congas feature a 
combination of resonance, attack and warmth that 
can be found in no other conga. They deliver com-
manding bass, rich mid-tones and crackling highs. 
30” Premium North American Ash Wood, 3-ply 
shell. 11” and 11.75” Natural Rawhide Heads.
BONUS: Includes two sets of LP637 rubber feet 
(RRP $79.98) FREE OF CHARGE!

$169

$39 $69 $95

$549

$679 $1,899pr
$2,499pr

$299
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LP Black Box Wire Cajon
Winner of DRUM! Magazine’s Drummies! award for 
Best Cajon.

World Beat FX Rope Tuned Djembe
Durable seamless 12.5” diameter synthetic shell 
construction.

LP Aspire Accents Cajon
Birch/poplar snare cajon with a wide dynamic 
range.

LP Aspire Accents Djembe
Siam Oak shell with a deep rounded bowl delivers 
rich, deep tone and satisfying resonance. 12.5” 
diameter with natural goat skin head.

LP Americana Groove Wire Cajon
USA constructed using hand-select, plantation 
grown Baltic Birch, chosen for its superior durability 
and incredible resonance.

LP Galaxy Giovanni Sig. Djembe
A traditional African design incorporating a 3-ply 
Premium North American Ash shell results in a 
beautifully balanced tone and resonance. 12.5” 
diameter with natural goat skin head and LP 
Comfort Curve II rim.

$179

$299

$299

$449

$399

$1,099

Purchase an LP1500 Cajon Pedal for $249 (RRP $369) with any LP cajon purchase

999

bonus offer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_Rwd0dr-0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVrBSxvt73g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYxZHCF9NEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ji_2i7bboHU
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LP Piccolo Jam Block
LP1204

LP Guiro Jam Block
LP1209

LP Aspire Tambourine Red
LPA181

CP 10” Wooden
Tambourine  CP390

LP Foot Tambourine
LP188

LP Jam Block - High Pitch
LP1205

LP Double Sambago Bell
LP617

LP Cyclops Mountable 
Tambourine  LP152

LP Jingle Sticks Steel Pair
LP180

LP City Series Jingle Ring
LP191NYS

LP Jam Block - Low Pitch
LP1207

LP Blast Block - High Pitch
LP1305

LP Cyclops Tambourine
LP160

LP 6” Triangle
LP311C

LP City Series Jingle Ring
LP191NYD

LP Jingle Sticks Brass Pair
LP187

LP Stealth Jam Block
LP1208-K

LP Blast Block - Low Pitch
LP1307

LP Click Hi-Hat Tambourine
LP193

LP Hand Held Castanets
LPA131

$45

$75

$22 $29

$27

$52

$69

$69

$59

$29

$65

$45

$69

$35

$39

$69

$89

$45

$74

$15
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LP Afuche Cabasa
LP234A

LP Duoshake - Soft
LP441

LP Twist Shaker - Soft
LP441ETSS

LP Aspire Traps Table
LPA521

LP Traditional Cabasa
LP480

LP Duoshake - Medium
LP441M

LP Twist Shaker - Medium
LP441ETSM

LP Matador Maracas
M283

LP Duoshake - Loud
LP441L

LP Twist Shaker - Loud
LP441ETSL

LP Professional Maracas
LP281

LP Vibra-Slap Standard
LP208

LP Exotic Wood Clave
LP262R

LP Aspire 24 Bar Chimes
LPA280

LP Everything Rack
LP372

LP Super Guiro
LP243

LP Mini Everything Rack
LP472

$69

$22

$19

$209

$119

$22

$19

$29

$22

$19

$39

$79

$32

$119$179

$75$109

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=by4YglmaReU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K52It7pVvP8&list=RDK52It7pVvP8&start_radio=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTGMKxC09SI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AH_4YlVKFQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_C5Y4k7u2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_t32Q1koB_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFJUT8WuYqc
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Glenn Kotche Active Wave 570™ TXGKAWW   Designed with Glenn Kotche from Wilco. Features the all new 
ActiveGrip™ coating on the entire stick, and the new WaveHandle & trade design that provides a comfortable, contoured feel.

Promark ActiveGrip Sticks in Clear or Black   ActiveGrip is Promark’s patented heat activated grip coating that’s 
engineered to get tackier as your hands sweat and your body temperature rises. It applies thin like a traditional lacquer adding no 
additional diameter or weight to the stick. Available models: Classic 7A, 5A, 5B, 2B. Rebound 7A, 5A, 5B. Forward 7A, 5A, 5B.

Promark Select Balance Sticks   Choose Forward Balance Models to optimise power and speed with a front-
weighted feel: ideal for Rock, Metal, Country. Choose Rebound Balance to optimise finesse and agility with a rear-weighted feel: 
perfect for Jazz, Funk, Gospel. Available in Acorn and Classic Teardrop Tip; 7A, 5A, 5B, 55A.

Promark FireGrain Sticks   FireGrain is a revolutionary heat-tempering process that transforms ordinary hickory drumsticks 
into precision tools with unprecedented durability. While keeping their original weight, balance, and attack, FireGrain sticks allow 
drummers to hit harder and play longer, naturally. Available models: Classic 7A, 5A, 5B, 2B. Rebound 5A, 5B. Forward 5A, 5B.

Buy 2 Pairs:
$42

Buy 2 Pairs:
$42

Buy 2 Pairs:
$34

$25

$39

$59

$79
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Promark Giant Sticks 1pr - GNT
36” long & 1 1/2” in diameter giant sticks that make a great gift for any drummer & add a flare of humor to any rehearsal studio.

Sean Vega TS8 Marching Tenor Stick - TS8
Designed by former DCI Individual Tenor Champion Sean Vega, this marching tenor stick has the feel of a snare stick with the sound 
of a tenor mallet

Promark Performer Series Timpani Mallet - PST3
The PST3 general maple timpani mallets feature a German felt parachute-style covering for a warm, articulate sound on all sides of 
the mallet. The PST3 provides medium articulation and balanced tone. The maple handes are light-weight and well balanced. Promark Double Pair Stick Depot - 

SD200
The SD200 stick depot holds 2prs of sticks & easily 
clips to any cymbal stand.

Promark Sliver Stick Bag - SESB
Durable, weatherproof ballistic nylon & synthetic 
leather stick bag with enough room to hold 4prs of 
sticks. Built to withstand the wears of the road both 
on and off stage.

$29 $32

Retractable Nylon Brush - B400
Impact resistant plastic handle with light-weight blue nylon bristles 

Nylon Bristle Brush - B600
Impact resistant plastic handle with thicker gauge clear nylon bristles 

Classic Telescopic Wire Brush -TB4
Heavier gauge of wire for added volume and durability

General Telescopic Wire Brush -TB5
Textured grip surface and heavier gauge of wire

Jazz Telescopic Wire Brush -TB3
Medium wire bristles produce a traditional jazz sound

Heavy Telescopic Wire Brush -TB6
The heaviest gauge of wire out of the telescopic brush series

Oak Handle Accent Brush - B300
Japanese white oak handles with firm wire bristles provide a crisp sound

Thunder Rods - T-RODS

Hot Rods - H-RODS

Lighting Rods - L-RODS

Cool Rods - C-RODS

$49
Broomsticks - PMBRM1
Broomsticks are a hybrid between brushes and Promark Rods made from actual
broomcorn. Broomsticks offer greater volume than brushes, though less attack 
than rods.

Promark Assorted Rods
There’s a reason these have been the best selling 
rods for decades!! Promark Hot Rods are a genuine Promark 
original, copied by others, but never equaled. Made of premium 
select birch dowels, these rods provide playing excellence 
consistency and feel.

131313

All Pairs:
$39

Transport Deluxe Stick Bag - TDSB
Durable, weatherproof ballistic nylon & synthetic 
leather stick bag. Leather carrying handles, large 
front-zippered pocket, zippered interior pocket, metal 
hanging tom-mounts, leather business card slot, 
metal key lease, pencil slot, deluxe leather pocket for 
your wallet & cell phone, & ample drumstick storage.

$65

$49

$57

$57

$57

$57

$49

$57

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8ybKo_GwHY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqy9CKUzyzI
http://www.playplantpreserve.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8etgrCFrNc
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EQ3 Bass Drum Head - 22”
Features two plies of 6.5mil film and provides 
controlled low-end rumble with focused attack 
and articulation. Especially suitable for live playing 
and will not distort under heavy 
hitting.

Powercentre Reverse Dot Snare - 14”
Extra durability and focus is provided by a centrally 
located patch on the bottom of the head. Unique 
slots in the patch allow it to flex, 
keeping the head open and 
resonant.

UV1 Tom Packs
Extremely versatile for a wide variety of musical 
applications with an open and expressive sound.

Fusion Pack: 10/12/14
Rock Pack: 10/12/16
Standard Pack: 12/13/16

14

Heavyweight Kick & Snare Pack
The Evans Heavyweight pack provides maximum 
durability with a compressed attack while 
maintaining a wide dynamic range. Very versatile 
head for all music genres; a true 
working drummer’s choice.
*Pack sizes: 22” kick & 14” snare.

Black Chrome Tom Packs
A robust tone with accentuated mid-to-low 
frequency response. Extreme durability and clarity 
of sound.  Ideal for the heaviest of hitters.
Fusion Pack: 10/12/14
Rock Pack: 10/12/16
Standard Pack: 12/13/16

Super Tough Dry Snare Head - 14”
A full-bandwidth rimshot sound with all the volume 
and ring needed, yet responds to even the flick of 
a fingernail. Dry vents reduce 
overtones and control sustain.

EMAD Bass Drum Head - 22”
EMAD is the unparalleled industry standard that 
allows the player to adjust attack and focus without 
removing the drumhead, providing an ideal balance 
of punch, power and low-end
BONUS: Purchase the 22” 
REMAD for $69 to have your 
kick sounding like new!

EC2S Tom Packs
Optimized attack, tone, length of sustain and ease 
of tuning. Extremely well balanced and pre-EQ’d 
sound across the full kit.
Fusion Pack: 10/12/14
Rock Pack: 10/12/16
Standard Pack: 12/13/16

Heavy Duty Snare Head - 14”
An outer ply of 5mil film and an inner ply of 
7.5mil film, in combination with a 2mil overtone 
control ring eliminate excessive 
overtones and control sustain.

$95 $85

$79

$35

$89

$72 $85

$35 $32

Sput Searight:
Snoop Dog, Snarky 
Puppy, Timbaland
Toms: G2 Coated
Snare: HD Dry
Kick: G1 Coated

Joey Jordison:
Scar the Martyr, 
Murderdolls, Vimic
Toms: Black Chrome
Snare: Heavyweight
Kick: EQ4 Clear

Keith Carlock:
Steely Dan, Toto, 
Independent
Toms: G1 Coated
Snare: G1 Coated
Kick: EQ4 Clear

metal pop/fusion hip hop
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Evans ‘RealFeel’
Apprentice Practice Pad 
7” Realistic Feel  ARF7GM
*price for pad only, stand also
availbe for additionatl $75

Puresound ‘Twisted’ Steel 
Wires - 20 Dbl Strands  T1420
Coiled in pairs for greater articulation 
& response with a “dry” tone

Puresound ‘Super 30’
Steel Wires - 30 Strand  S1430
Distinctive penetrating sound without 
choking or sacrificing the feel

Puresound ‘Custom Pro’ 
Brass Wires - 24 Strand CPB1424
Brass models provide bright/resonant 
sound - also available in steel for a 
darker/crisper response - CPS1424

Puresound ‘Blaster’ Steel 
Wires  - 20 Strand  B1420
Developed for high volume, high 
intensity drumming

Evans Torque Drum Key
DATK
Tension adjustable tuning key

Evans Drill Bit Drum Key  
DABK
Make reheading even quicker!

Evans Dixson Bass Drum Lift  EBDL
A simple, yet effective tool for raising a bass drum off the 
floor, improving resonance and beater striking location. 

Promark Sizzler & Rattler - S22 or R22
The perfect alternative to putting permanent rivets 
in your favorite cymbal. The R22 features larger 
metal beads for a pronounced rattle. 

Evans EQ Patches - 2 pack
Single or double
Available in black cordura or clear

Evans Min-Emads
MINEMAD
Tom & snare dampers

Evans EQ Pad
EQPAD
Bass drum muffling pillow

Evans Sound Off Mutes
SOSETFSN
Fusion, rock & standard sizes available

Evans ‘RealFeel’ Bass 
Prac Pad  RFBASS
*pedal not included

$39

$129 $179

$12 $45 $12

$75 $25

$12 $38

$35 $57
$45

$36
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The Tune-Bot Studio
Electronic Drum Tuner  TUNE-BOT
The worlds only digital drum tuner!

SKB 14 x 5.5 Snare Case
1SKB-D5514

SKB 22” Pro Cymbal Vault 
Fitted with wheels & extendable handle
1SKB-CV22W
*cymbals not included

The Tune-Bot ‘Gig’
Electronic Drum Tuner  TUNE-BOTGIG
The cut-down version of the Tune-Bot Studio

SKB Standard Stick Bag
1SKB-SB100
*price for bag only

SKB Mid-sized Drum Hardware Case
Fitted with wheels & extendable handle - Our No.1 selling hardware case - 1SKB-DH3315W
*price for case only, hardware not included

SKB Deluxe Stick Bag
1SKB-SB300
*price for bag only
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$259 $35 $49

$339$179

$159 $119
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtt7CLAc15Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0eKpJG8Umk


Join the D’Addario Players Circle rewards program 

to get free gear and merchandise rewards. You’ll 

also get chances to win instruments, equipment, and 

other exclusive prizes along with first access to new 

products, special events, and more.

SIGN UP 

STEP 1:
VISIT HERE

STEP 2:
UPLOAD CUSTOM 
DESIGN & SUBMIT 
FOR APPROVAL

STEP 3:
TAKE 
CONFIRMATION 
EMAIL TO 
LOCAL MUSIC 
INSTRUMENT 
RETAILER TO 
ORDER

Evans custom bass drumhead are made using a high-
resolution printing system, allowing photo-quality images to 
be printed directly onto the fil for an uncompromised sound.

18-
26''
bass
drum

$149
each

Terms + conditions:
Availability: All products in this catalogue have been included in good faith on the basis that the products will be made available to stores in time for the sale.  

A failure to deliver in accordance with orders placed by stores may result in products being unavailable.  Not all products are available in all stores (for example 
DW Collectors kits & snares), so please ascertain availability before visiting the participating store. Pricing: Price is subject to change and does not include 

delivery, freight, or insurance charges. General: Product specifications are subject to change and are at the discretion of the manufacturer.  While every attempt 
has been made to accurately reproduce the colour of all items, some variations may occur, i.e. pictures used in this catalogue are for illustration purposes only. 
The suppliers reserve the right to correct any errors, omissions or misprints. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  Hardware and cymbals 

pictured on kits are not included unless indicated otherwise.

SALE NOW ON UNTIL FEBRUARY 28, 2020

https://playerscircle.daddario.com/percussion/customer/account/login/referer/aHR0cHM6Ly9wbGF5ZXJzY2lyY2xlLmRhZGRhcmlvLmNvbS9wZXJjdXNzaW9uL2N1c3RvbWVyL2FjY291bnQvaW5kZXgv/
https://playerscircle.daddario.com/maintenance.html
https://stage.daddario.com/products/custom-products/custom-drumheads/bass-drumheads/bass-drumheads/

